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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
SECRET
OFFICIAL AMERICANS. (b)(1): Sec 1.4(c) IMPOSE TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS (b)(3): Sec 1.4(c) NAME TRAVEL UNTIL AFTER 01 APR 90 CONSIDER THE NPA LEADERSHIPHAD ISSUED GUIDANCE THAT APPROVED THE TARGETING OF AN OFFICIAL AMERICAN EITHER IN MANILA OR THE PROVINCIAL AREAS; THE EVENT TO HAPPEN SOMEWHERE BETWEEN EARLY MARCH AND FIRST OF APRIL. (b)(1): Sec 1.4(c) CURRENT TIMING FOR MAXIMUM PROPAGANDA GAINS FOR THE NPA IS NOW.

2. (b)(3): Sec 1.4(c) THE NPA IS LOOKING AT SEVERAL RANKING MILITARY OFFICERS AS OPTIMUM TARGETS. THE NPA IS CONSIDERING ISSUE A RARE PERIOD OF CAUTIOUSLY RELATED THAT THERE IS "INTELLIGENCE" THE NPA IS LOOKING AT SEVERAL RANKING MILITARY OFFICERS AND THE NPA HAS SHOWN INTEREST IN RUNNING AN OPERATION AGAINST AN AMERICAN TARGET.

(b)(3): Sec 1.4(c) THE NPA EXPECTED SEVERAL NPA ACTIONS, SUCH AS ASSASSINATIONS OR ATTACKS ON ISOLATED OUTPOSTS, TO CELEBRATE THE NPA ANNIVERSARY. THE DATE OF 28 MAR 90 AND 30 MAR 90 WERE SEEN AS OPTIMUM DATES OF NPA/ NPA ACTIVITIES.

(b)(3): Sec 1.4(c) THE NPA IS LOOKING AT SEVERAL RANKING MILITARY OFFICERS AS OPTIMUM TARGETS. THE NPA HAS SHOWN INTEREST IN RUNNING AN OPERATION AGAINST AN AMERICAN TARGET.

(b)(3): Sec 1.4(c) THE NPA EXPECTED SEVERAL NPA ACTIONS, SUCH AS ASSASSINATIONS OR ATTACKS ON ISOLATED OUTPOSTS, TO CELEBRATE THE NPA ANNIVERSARY. THE DATE OF 28 MAR 90 AND 30 MAR 90 WERE SEEN AS OPTIMUM DATES OF NPA/ NPA ACTIVITIES.
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(b)(3): Sec 1.4(c) THE NPA EXPECTED SEVERAL NPA ACTIONS, SUCH AS ASSASSINATIONS OR ATTACKS ON ISOLATED OUTPOSTS, TO CELEBRATE THE NPA ANNIVERSARY. THE DATE OF 28 MAR 90 AND 30 MAR 90 WERE SEEN AS OPTIMUM DATES OF NPA/ NPA ACTIVITIES.

(b)(3): Sec 1.4(c) THE NPA EXPECTED SEVERAL NPA ACTIONS, SUCH AS ASSASSINATIONS OR ATTACKS ON ISOLATED OUTPOSTS, TO CELEBRATE THE NPA ANNIVERSARY. THE DATE OF 28 MAR 90 AND 30 MAR 90 WERE SEEN AS OPTIMUM DATES OF NPA/ NPA ACTIVITIES.
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